Abstract-The discovery of natural RNA sensors that respond to a change in the environment by a conformational switch can be utilized for various biotechnological and nanobiotechnological advances. One class of RNA sensors is the riboswitch: an RNA genetic control element that is capable of sensing small molecules, responding to a deviation in ligand concentration with a structural change. Riboswitches are modularly built from smaller components. Computational methods can potentially be utilized in assembling these building block components and offering improvements in the biochemical design process. We describe a computational procedure to design RNA switches from building blocks with favorable properties. To achieve maximal throughput for genetic control purposes, future designer RNA switches can be assembled based on a computerized preprocessing buildup of the constituent domains, namely the aptamer and the expression platform in the case of a synthetic riboswitch. Conformational switching is enabled by the RNA versatility to possess two highly stable states that are energetically close to each other but topologically distinct, separated by an energy barrier between them. Initially, computer simulations can produce a list of short sequences that switch between two conformers when trigerred by point mutations or temperature. The short sequences should possess an additional desirable property; when these selected small RNA switch segments are attached to various aptamers, the ligand binding mechanism should replace the aforementioned event triggers, which will no longer be effective for crossing the energy barrier. In the assembled RNA sequence, energy minimization folding predictions should then show no difference between the folded structure of the entire sequence relative to the folded structure of each of its constituents. Moreover, energy minimization methods applied on the entire sequence could aid at this preprocessing stage by exhibiting high mutational robustness to capture the stability of the formed hairpin in the expression platform. The above computer-assisted assembly procedure together with application specific considerations may further be tailored for therapeutic gene regulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE RNA molecule, once considered as an intermediate step between DNA and proteins, has drawn much attention in recent years also due to its unique capabilities that can be utilized in biotechnology. Although the functional role of RNAs are often related to their 3-D structure, the RNA secondary structure is experimentally accessible and contains much information to shed light on the relationship between structure and function. In general, RNA folding is thought to be hierarchical in nature [7] , [37] where a stable secondary structure forms first and subsequently there is a refinement to the tertiary fold. Thus, RNA conformational rearrangements can often be studied to first order by examining their secondary structure, while keeping in mind the importance of tertiary structure [15] . For example, in the newly discovered genetic control elements called riboswitches [18] , [26] , a mechanism for bacterial gene regulation can be observed by examining the secondary structure alone. A switch between two highly stable states occurs as a consequence of direct metabolite binding that allows it to cross the energy barrier between these two states. In addition, conformational switching in the secondary structure can also be achieved by other event triggers (see Fig. 1 for a schematic illustration). For example, it was noted in [31] that there is some probability that even a single mutation can substantially alter the RNA secondary structure. Experimentally, this was observed in the spliced leader of Leptomonas collosoma [16] , among other biological systems. Reviews and valuable information about RNA secondary structure prediction [45] as well as RNA switches with event triggers other than metabolite binding are available in [25] and [27] . Before their discovery as RNA-based regulatory mechanism used in natural systems, Breaker and coworkers were attempting to biochemically design artificial RNA switches that respond to metabolite binding [35] in laboratory experiments (a recent review is available in [6] ). On the prediction side, given an RNA sequence, the paRNAss algorithm has been developed to evaluate the predictability of conformational switching in that sequence [39] . However, paRNAss does not use temperature and mutations as variables in the prediction, nor any other event triggers from the external environment and therefore will not categorize several known riboswitches as well as the small RNA candidate sequences reported in [1] as being RNA switches. When attempting to computationally design new artificial switches, the seminal work of [11] can prove useful, since a multistable RNA is effectively a switch when the exact event triggers to cross the energy barrier between the stable states are found. In [29] , an interesting computational strategy was devised to design artificial RNA constructs for the ligand-binding domain of the riboswitches (or aptamer) by simulating an effector (or trigger) using the McCaskill partition function algorithm [22] and subsequent work [5] . All of these approaches utilize RNA secondary structure predictions in their core. Another such design approach using energy minimization methods, unrelated to conformational switching, has been devised in [8] for designing the most stable and unstable mRNA sequences which code for a target protein. Here, we continue the path of simulating conformational switching on a computer using energy minimization methods and our goal is to computationally design RNA switches from building blocks. Three building blocks in the expression platform domain (in contrast to the ligand-binding domain that is worked out in [29] , for expression platform and related nomenclature see [18] ) have been suggested in [1] . To expand this line with an overview on the entire riboswitch and its constituent domains, more specific expression platform building blocks should be predicted in order to fulfill the constraint that attached to an aptamer, the switching ability by an external trigger will most likely be retained. Thus, the modular nature of riboswitches [18] motivates the predictions reported here with.
After briefly describing the four different similarity measures used in [1] to predict initial RNA switch building blocks, we first examine the feasibility of predicting and experimentally verifying a small RNA temperature switch. The candidate temperature switch is taken from [1] and an inline probing experiment [36] , [42] is performed for conformational switching validation. We observe that while there is experimental agreement with the candidate RNA temperature switch, the issue of temperature is still difficult in terms of accurate predictions. Thus, we come to a conclusion that predictions of single-point mutation switches are better suited in our overall approach where we wish to computationally design a small switch segment that will preserve switching properties when attached to an aptamer. Next, we obtain novel building blocks that are computationally optimized to possess switching property and retain their structure when a G-box is attached to them. At the core of our design strategy, we use energy minimization folding predictions on the corresponding sequences with mfold [46] or the Vienna package [14] . The latest available energy parameters [21] are used. First, we describe the pattern representations and similarity measures that are used for the computational predictions, where the representations consist of both coarse-grained and fine-grained graphs that correspond to the RNA secondary structure. We summarize some computational methods that were developed previously [1] , [3] and are used in this article. For more details, the interested reader is referred to these references. Second, we describe some wet-lab experimental procedures that we have started implementing for verifying our computational predictions. To exemplify the interplay between computer predictions and experimental verifications (as was recently performed in [28] ) in our approach, we provide some experimental results for one of our previously predicted temperature switch candidates [1] . Third, we expand on the issue of single-point mutation switch candidates and justify why these offer the easiest alternative for the prediction, coupled with experimental valdation. After providing a realistic test-case analysis of mutational robustness distribution showing computationally that RNA singlepoint mutation switches are relatively rare and hence peculiar, we choose a new synthetic single-point small RNA switch candidate for further illustration. We then consider how to construct an entire riboswitch with a sensor domain given a singlepoint mutation switch candidate. Finally, we report folding prediction simulations by attaching to the building block candidates a possible G-box domain [19] , [26] , [38] without loss of generality. In particular, the G-box was chosen for simplicity, though other aptamer domains can be inserted. It should be mentioned that the secondary structure of the G-box is well predicted by energy minimization methods in the presence of guanine, but the G-box changes its structure in the absence of guanine when considering the guanine riboswitch as a whole during the formation of the anti-terminator structure [4] . Thus, we are careful in our computational procedure not to consider the secondary structure prediction of the gunanine riboswitch in its anti-termination state. In the conclusion, we describe how our RNA building block candidates in the expression platform will be subjected to further laboratory experiments for the verification of their switching properties. We emphasize that unlike the building blocks reported in [1] , the building block candidates predicted here are calculated specifically with the purpose of designing synthetic riboswitches when attached to ligand-binding domains.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The information contained in the RNA secondary structure can be simplified to contain the most desirable features and hence be represented as a pattern. This can be achieved by using various representations such as graphs, strings, or matrices. In each representation type, there is the possibility to represent the secondary structure at the nucleotide level (fine grain representation) or at the motif level (coarse grain representation). To obtain a matrix representation equivalent to a graph, let be a tree-graph with vertex set and edge set . Denote by the degree of , where is a vertex of . The Laplacian matrix of (also known to be the difference of the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees and the adjacency matrix [9] , [23] ) is , where
is a symmetric, positive semidefinite and singular matrix. The lowest eigenvalue of is always zero, since all rows and columns sum up to zero. Denote by the eigenvalues of . The second smallest eigenvalue, , is called the algebraic connectivity [9] of and labeled as . Some properties of that are relevant to the application presented here will be briefly mentioned in the next Section.
To illustrate a coarse-grain and a fine-grain representation of RNAs using matrices, let us examine the sequence CCCAACC-CAAAGGGAAGGG. This short sequence will fold by mfold or RNAfold to yield the prediction "(((..((( )))..)))" in dot bracket notation [13] . Thus, in a matrix representation at the level of nucleotides, the corresponding Laplacian matrix reads as shown at the bottom of the page (see [1] for other examples) and at the level of motifs, it should be observed that the coarse-grained simplification of "CCCAACCCAAAGGGAAGGG" contains the 5 3 end, a stem, an internal loop, another stem, and a hairpin composed of the three A's. Thus, the coarse-grain tree graph is a path of three vertices, where the middle vertex has two connected neighbors. Thus, at the coarse-grain level of motifs, the Laplacian matrix reads (see [3] for other examples) when taking into account the 5 3 end, in addition to the internal loop and the hairpin, as vertices in the motif level treegraph of a path of three vertices that the familiar Laplacian operator matrix arising from finite difference corresponds to. In addition, unrelated to the above example, we chose not to assign vertices to internal loops and bulges consisting of a single nucleotide on either side of the loop. Next, we describe several similarity measures that are used to estimate how two pattern representations differ at both the fine-grain and coarse-grain levels, as well as a hybrid between the two. Other interesting similarity measures are available in [34] , [39] , and [44] .
In our current simulation, we use four different similarity measures (described briefly here; for more details see [1] ). The first is the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix corresponding to the coarse-grained tree-graph representation of the RNA secondary structure. Despite its expected limitations when dealing with small RNAs due to the low amount of secondary structure motifs, in this particular case it happens to be a good switch indicator using simple intuition because the coarse-grained tree graphs typically contain either two or three vertices. The second similarity measure we describe is the Wiener number of the Laplacian matrix corresponding to the fine-grained graph representation of the secondary structure, as suggested by Merris [24] . The third is the RNAdist in the Vienna package [14] , relying on the fine-grained graph that is equivalent to the dot-bracket notation often used to represent the secondary structure [13] . The fourth is an in-house hybrid change tracker (HCT), utilizing coarse-grained definitions from [30] as letters in a string that is being generated at the nucleotide level. Below, we elaborate more on these four similarity measures.
The second eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix, as described in [3] , starts from Shapiro's coarse-grain representation [20] , [33] , as calculated using the "b2shapiro" routine available in [13] . An equivalent representation of the coarse-grained treegraphs is a Laplacian matrix, for which its second eigenvalue is a measure of the tree-graph compactness [9] . When using the Laplacian matrix to represent the tree , the following mathematical properties become useful.
• The eigenvalues of are nonnegative and the first eigenvalue is zero.
• The second smallest eigenvalue is the algebraic connectivity [9] of , denoted by .
iff is a path on vertices [9] .
• iff is a star on vertices [12] , [23] . Interestingly, for the case of a star of any number of vertices when , the second eigenvalue is 1.0 [23] . However, for the exceptional case when , the second eigenvalue is 2.0 (see [3] , [23] ) as occurs in the examples available in [1] . Thus, the difference between a star of two and three vertices can be easily traced by the Laplacian second eigenvalue, which serves as a rough indicator for conformational transitions in the cases presented in [1] . In other cases, such a similarity measure may not capture all the details when encountering finer conformational transitions. Therefore, as proposed by Merris [24] , the reciprocals of all eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix for the fine-grained graph (equivalent to the dot-bracket representation) can be added to extract the Wiener index [41] . The Wiener index is a topological index defined as the sum of distances between all pairs of vertices in a tree. It has been used as a structural descriptor for molecular graphs. As proved in [24] , the following corollary holds:
Let be a tree with vertex set and Laplacian eigenvalues . Then the Wiener index of is where is a count of the edges in the unique path from to . This similarity measure, as well as the edit distance on strings provided by the RNAdist available in [13] , both work at the level of fine-grained graph representations. We note that unlike information extracted from the Laplacian eigenvalues that often has an intuitive meaning but does not constitute a metric, the edit distance on strings is a metric. Finally, we also use an in-house HCT, a heuristic procedure that we developed specifically for our purposes and was described in [1] . It uses a hybrid strategy that combines coarse and fine grain representations. Coarse-graining can be mathematically defined in several ways and here we use the definitions found in [30] that distinguish between six different types of secondary structure motifs: single strand, double strand, bulge, hairpin, interior loop, and multibranched loop. Throughout our design procedure, we use in conjunction the aforementioned pattern representations, similarity measures, and energy minimization folding predictions [14] , [46] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
To begin our computational approach, we first examine the possibility to start from generating building blocks of small RNA temperature switches, validated experimentally. Specifically, we take candidate A from [1] and perform an experimental verification whether switching indeed occurs in two different temperature. Although our prediction in [1] corresponds to two adjacent temperatures, 36 C and 37 C, we increase the upper limit to 42 C for the following reason emanating from the experimental setup. Suppose we have a solution that contains the RNA and is kept at room temperature (25 C). For the inline probing experiment we take the solution, add a buffer, and put the RNA in a chamber of 36 C. After some time we take the RNA out of the chamber and run it on a gel to obtain the inline probing result. If we repeat the same procedure with 37 C (i.e., put the RNA in a chamber that is 37 C), there is clearly a need to take into account some kind of an activation energy since the RNA already acquired a structure at room temperature (25 C). When heating the RNA, its structure may likely not change unless some kind of an energy barrier is overcome. Thus, in addition to our experimental results that are described here with and may not seem to have a definite conclusion, the activation energy needs to be accurately predicted with a set of premeasured enthalpy parameters though the computational approach described in [10] and [43] is well fit for modeling energy barriers. This may introduce another complication when RNA temperature switch candidates are dealt with at present. Therefore, we have reached a conclusion that experimental verification and accurate computational predictions will be most conveniently performed at present with single-point mutation small RNA switch building blocks. Thus, we take as a consequence the small RNA mutation switch candidate predictions as our preferred procedure when resuming the computational simulations in Section V.
A. In Vitro Transcription
We begin the procedure for testing the small RNA switch candidate A from [1] . The small RNA switch candidate with the following sequence 5 -GGAUGAGCGUUACUGAAGAG-GAGGACCUCC-3 was transcribed in vitro. A DNA template was produced by overlapping extension PCR. Two primers with a partial overlapping complementary sequence were extended to create a blunt ended template, which was further amplified with a second set of primers derived from the ends of the DNA template. Primer (a) from the first set consisted of the T7 promoter (17 nt) followed by 12 nt derived from the 5 end of the small RNA switch (5 -TAATACGACTCACTATAG-GATGAGCGTTA-3 ). Primer (b) of the first set consisted of 18 nt derived from the 3 end of the small RNA switch, followed by 11 nt with complementary sequences to primer (a) (5 -GGAGGTCCTCCTCTTCAGTAACGCTCATC-3 ). The final sequence was amplified by two nonoverlapping primers, primer (c) (5 -TAATACGACTCACTATAGGATGAG-3 ) and primer (d), (5 -GGAGGTCCTCCTCTTCAGTAAC-3 ). These primers were derived from the 5 and the 3 ends of the extended DNA template. The PCR product served as a template for in vitro transcription of the thermosensor RNA candidate with T7 RNA polymerase (Fermentas). The RNA was purified by size exclusion over a Sephadex G-50 column, dephosphorylated with calf-interstinal alkaline phosphatase (Fermentas) and radiolabeled at the end with polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas). The radiolabeled RNA product was gel purified over 7M Urea-16% PAGE, and used for structure determination.
B. In-Line Probing
In-line probing reveals the structural context of nucleotides based on their relative susceptibility to an in-line attack of the 5 3 phosphodiesther bond of the RNA backbone from the adjacent 2 hydroxyl group of the ribose moiety in the RNA, making single-stranded regions more susceptible for cleavage. Radiolabeled RNA samples ( 10,000 cpm) were subjected to in-line probing by using the published protocols in [36] , [42] . More specifically, radiolabeled RNA dissolved in water was incubated for 30 minutes at 35 C and 42 C. Following this step, the in-line probing buffer was added (to reach final concentrations of 20 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris : HCl pH 8.3 and 100 mM KCl) and the RNA was incubated for 6 hours at the corresponding temperatures. The partially cleaved RNA products [40] (with enthalpies) where temperature is available as a variable. RNA encoding the predicted small RNA switch was synthesized in vitro using a PCR fragment as template. (c) The RNA was end labeled and subjected to in-line probing, for structure determination of the RNA at different temperatures. The partially cleaved RNA was analyzed on a 7M Urea-16% polyacrylamide gel (lanes e and f), parallel to an RNA size ladder with a single-nucleotide resolution (lane a), untreated RNA (lane b) and a G ladder which was obtained by a partial enzymatic digestion with RNase T1 (lanes c and d) . A dot-bracket notation of the predicted secondary structure of the RNA at 35 C and 42 C is shown in lanes g and h, respectively.
were resolved on 7M Urea-16% PAGE that were dried and subjected to phosphorimager analysis. For the enzymatic probing, RNAse T1 reactions that produced a G-ladder of the radiolabeled RNA molecules were performed according to the manufacturer instructions (Ambion) with 0.1 and 0.01 units, and the products were analyzed over 7M Urea-16% PAGE. The results are available in Fig. 2 .
C. Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) of RNA Fragments
Electrophoresis through polyacrylamide gels is a standard method used to separate macromolecules, in our case fragments of nucleic acids, based on physical parameters such as size. RNA molecules are negatively charged due to the phosphate groups that comprise their backbone, and thus migrate towards the anode when an electric field is applied. The RNA fragments are separated over denaturing gels in the presence of 7M urea, to make sure that all fragments are linear, and that they do not form secondary structures that can change their pattern of separation. The different fragments migrate to different distances relative to their size, with small fragments migrating faster than larger ones, and since they are end-labeled with a radioactive phosphate group, they can be easily visualized on X-ray films, or by analysis with a Phosphorimager.
The "in-line probing" approach takes advantage of the instability of the RNA backbone under alkaline conditions. Prolonged incubations at room temperature under these conditions result in spontaneous cleavages at the backbone linkages preferentially in less stable sites, which are usually single stranded [35] . Separation of the cleavage products is done on 7 M urea 6%-8% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, along with size markers and H and G ladders (that represent cleavage which occurs statistically near each nucleotide, and near each G nucleotide, respectively).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In-line probing experiments confirm an overall occurrence of temperature dependent structural changes in the small RNA switch candidate that was tested though problematic issues appear.
of RNA varies for different sequences, and RNA structure is highly dependent on its temperature. Our calculations aim to design small RNA switches that change their structure at a given temperature. Our experiments verify the basic structure predicted at the lower temperature range, and monitor the conformational changes that take place upon temperature elevation by 7 C. These changes are mostly in accordance to the predictions. In order to conveniently track these changes in the gel presented in Fig. 2(c) , it is possible to examine the dot-bracket representation of the secondary structure prediction in both temperatures, available in lanes g and h on the right hand side of the gel. When reading the gel lanes e and f at temperatures 35 C and 42 C from the bottom up [it should be noted that G's on the left hand side of the gel correspond to the G's labeled on the secondary structure simplified representation in Fig. 2(a) and  2(b) ], locations where in one temperature there is a single strand and in another there is a double strand and vice versa should be characterized by changes in the intensity of the bands in the gel. As can viewed in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) , the predicted structure involves an internal reorganization of the nucleotide base pairing. The stem strand that extends between G24 and C29 switches its pairing strand from G5 -U11 to G18-G21 and nucleotides G5-U11 switch from a double-to single-stranded form. As a result of this reorganization, intermediate states may be present in the solution, thus explaining some inconsistencies between the predicted and actual structure. Overall, though validation was mostly successful, the somewhat problematic interpretation of the results due to intermediate states and the issue of activation energy that is nonsufficient to predict at present in terms of accuracy made us suggest to continue with simulations of small RNA single-point mutation switches instead of small RNA temperature switches. This is our preferred procedure when performing our computational simulations described in the next Section. Other external factors, such as ligand binding, can also enhance switching abilities but we currently have no reliable way to model them computationally. Advances in modeling such interactions in the future and case specific knowledge on the biology of the problem at hand may certainly contribute to our prediction abilities, but mutational robustness is currently the most computationally convenient measure to model for examining the relative stability of the structure and its capability to undergo a conformational rearrangement.
V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Choosing the single-point small RNA switch alternative over temperature switch candidates, we start by generating a random nucleic acid sequence pool of 700 000 segments with a length of 107 nt each in order to feasibly remain as much as possible within the scope of reliable predictions by energy minimization. Out of the 107 nt, 67 nt are constrained to be a G-box domain of one of the Bacilli reported in [19] where we took the Bacillus subtilis-purE without loss of generality (for the G-box, experimental results and structure determination is already available [4] , [15] , [17] , [32] ). The other 40 nt are randomly generated. At the initial stage, we perform a screening process and retain only those sequences in which the folding prediction of the G-box by itself and the folding prediction of the G-box piece within the entire sequence are identical. After this initial screening, we perform a histogram analysis (Fig. 3) retaining the sequences for which nine-point mutations or less will perturb the predicted secondary structure of a sequence, distributing the sequences accordingly. For the mutational robustness distribution, we use the Vienna package in conjunction with the pattern representation and similarity measures discussed in the previous section. We observe that only a small fraction of approximately 0.015% (103 sequences) will possess mutational robustness such that no single-point mutation will succeed to perturb the stable structure that is formed. The high mutational robustness of natural riboswitches was computationally observed in [2] , and the fact that only a small fraction of sequences possesses this property is a further indication that such a screening procedure may yield successful synthetic riboswitches.
For the next stage, out of the 103 sequences that are of high mutational robustness according to Fig. 3, we take out the G-box domain and remain with only very few sequences in which a single-point mutation will succeed to perturb the small RNA segment of 40 nt contained in the expression platform region. In the final stage, we apply the similarity measures described in the Table I for the sequence 5 -GAAAAUAAAAU-CUCAAAUGGUCAAUAUAUAUCGUAA GAUC-3 of Fig. 4 . We are aiming for the largest distance measures between the triggered secondary structure and the wildtype secondary structure relative to such distances in the other 102 sequences. For example, let us examine the sequence in Table I . Using EV2, it is clear that the mutation C14U may produce a conformational change from the predictive standpoint since in most other mutations the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix remains 2.0 (a star shape with two vertices). Furthermore, in this example one also notices the benefit of using a nonmetric measure such as EV2, since from the mathematical theorems about EV2 in the case of tree-graphs we can immediately deduce without a graphical picture that the wildtype possesses a tree-graph shape with two vertices (the only combination in which EV2 may possibly become 2.0). Such information about the overall configuration of the RNA secondary structure may not be possible to obtain by examining numbers that convey distances in a metric measure. Likewise, using RNAdist, we again observe a jump from 0 to the highest value of 34 for the mutant C14U although this calculation that utilizes a fine-grain representation is independent from EV2 that uses a coarse-grain tree graph representation. We notice the same effect in the Wiener and HCT measures for C14U: relative to the other single mutations, a significantly large Wiener number of 4081.87 is reported with respect to the wildtype and a significantly small HCT value of 0.40 is reported relative to the wildtype. Indeed, inserting the mutation C14U to Vienna's RNAfold, we can observe that energy minimization predicts a conformational rearrangement (see Fig. 4 ). Thus, most times the various distance measures that we use are in agreement with each other. When one of the distance measures is not in agreement with the other three because of an exceptional case that may report a false positive corresponding to this measure, it is possible to verify the particular case using a direct simulation with mfold or RNAfold. The resulting three synthetic riboswitches are depicted in Figs. 5-7. In each, the expression platform contains a small switch building block that responds to a single-point mutation by a conformational change when detached from the G-box domain that was chosen in advance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the modularity of known natural riboswitches that consist of a ligand-binding sensor part attached to a small RNA switch component, we have described a computational procedure for designing a synthetic riboswitch with certain favorable properties. Starting from a pool of randomly generated Fig. 4 . A small switch building block that is predicted to respond to a single-point mutation by a conformational rearrangement. This particular building block will be inserted in the synthetic riboswitch Candidate 1. RNA sequences, we have gradually screened our initial pool based on considerations of modularity, mutational robustness, and optimized switching capabilities of the small RNA building block that is situated in the expression platform. The prediction of switching capability for the building block candidates we have reached can be validated in laboratory experiments using the same procedures that were described for the RNA temperature building blocks. The current experimental results led us to opt for working with single-point mutation building block switches instead of temperature building block switches for the design of synthetic riboswitches.
The computational procedure is based on various pattern representations of predicted RNA secondary structures emanating from energy minimization methods, and similarity measures between these patterns as outlined in the computational methods section. Thus, throughout our calculations we rely on energy minimization predictions and to ascertain their correctness we work with reduced sequence lengths and generate building blocks that can be verified in "wet" laboratory experiments. Our preprocessing strategy, starting from random sequences and performing a computational screening to obtain synthetic riboswitch candidates, can be supplemented by further important considerations such as thermodynamic stability and predesigned aptamers. In our reported simulations we selected a particular G-box domain as our aptamer for a matter of convenience, but in general there should be no restriction on the aptamer selection or sequence lengths.
The continual discoveries of RNA switches and RNA natural sensors open a new era in nanobiotechnological aspects, where by an RNA sequence tailored for control and detection purposes or gene regulation can be assembled from building block components. Computer-aided design can be utilized to construct synthetic riboswitches with favorable properties and a variety of optimization considerations. Aside of aptamer design for the ligand-binding part, the rugged energy landscape of small RNA sequences can be used to select optimized building block components for the expression platform by taking into account thermostability and mutational robustness considerations in order to generate small RNA switches.
